
addreg 
Fit Additive Hazards Regression Model (Aalen's 
model) 

Description 

'addreg' is used to fit the Additive Hazards Regression Model (Aalen's model), and 
can take both right censored and counting process data.  

Usage 

 
addreg(formula,data,starttime=NULL,stoptime = NULL,stopcond = 0.001, 
       stand = F,testobs=T,estcovar=F,na.rm = F,ridgereg=0) 

Arguments 

formula Formula object with the response on the left of a ~ operator, and the terms 
on the right. The response must be a survival object of class "right" or 
"counting" as returned by the Surv function.  

data a data.frame in which to interpret the variables named in the formula.  
starttime Time for stat of estimation. If NULL the routine start at the first 

observation / censoring.  
stoptime Time to stop the estimation. If NULL the routine continues until YY' 

becomes singular.  
stopcond This is the test value for the rank of the matrix. It's numeric and can fail 

for very small covariates. In this case, one could adjust the variable 
"stoptime" to some larger number, but if you choose it too big, it will not 
let the estimates go so far in time as they could. Default value is 0.001.  

stand If "stand" is true the covariates are standardised, that is, the mean is 
subtracted from each covariate . Default is FALSE.  
(Remark: For counting process data, standardization is implemented in 
such a way that means are subtracted on each time point. In practice, this 
means that a basic hazard is valid for a theoretical individual who always 
have mean covariates.)  

testobs Estimate testobservator? Default is false for faster calculations.  
estcovar Estimate covariance? Default is false for faster calculations. 
na.rm If "na.rm" is true all observations with missing values are ignored. 

Default is FALSE. (Remark: The "Surv" function does not allow missing 
data.)  

ridgereg Performs Ridge regression if given values greater than zero. Default is 
none Ridge regression - E.g. ridgereg=0.  



Details 

The Additive hazards model (Aalen's model) is an alternative to the proportional 
hazards model (Cox model).  

Ties are handled as the Breslow approach in the Cox-model.  

Value 

an object of class "addreg". 

Note 

If function fails, try setting a larger "stopcond" value.  

Author(s) 

Harald Fekjaer and Odd O. Aalen (Section of Medical Statistics, University of Oslo, 
Norway )  

References 

A website for Addreg is available at: http://www.med.uio.no/imb/stat/addreg/  

Documentation is distributed with the package: "Documentation for the Addreg 
package (- A R and S-PLUS package for additive survival analysis)"  

Odd O. Aalen "A linear regression model for the analysis of life times", Statistics in 
Medicine 8 907-925, 1989  

Odd O. Aalen "Further results on the non - parametric linear regression model in 
survival analysis", Statistics in Medicine 12 1569-1588,1993  

For information about Ridge regression, see: P. J. Brown (1998), "Ridge regression" 
Page 3836, Encyclopaedia of Biostatistics Peter Armitage (eds.) and Theodore Colton 
(eds.) Wiley  

See Also 

Surv, plot.addreg, summary.addreg, print.addreg  

Examples 

 
library(addreg) 
data(orodata) 
orodata.ah <- addreg(Surv(Time,Status)~Sex+Treatment,orodata) 
plot(orodta.ah) 
summary(orodata.ah) 

 



plot.addreg 
Plot an addreg-object (Fit of the Additive Hazards 
Regression Model) 

Description 

'plot.addreg' plots an addreg-object (Fit the he Additive Hazards Regression Model). 
The routine plots the estimated cumulative hazard.  

Usage 

 
plot.addreg(addreg.object, variablenr = NULL, starttime = NULL, 
stoptime = NULL, 
            labelofvariable = NULL, jointies=0,xlab="Time",ylab 
="Cumulative regression function") 

Arguments 

addreg.object An addreg-object as generated by function addreg  
variablenr An array with the variables numbers we want to include in the 

plot. Default is all variables.  
starttime The place where the drawing should start. Default is the first 

estimate.  
stoptime The place where the drawing should stop. Default is the last 

estimate  
labelofvariable Is a vector with the text labels used for titles. Default is the 

variablnames.  
jointies With ties, additive hazard regression plots will get vertical sub 

tails plotted in each tie. "jointies" join points within the given 
value for smoothering plots. Default is zero. For no smoothering 
use NULL.  

xlab Title for the x-axis. Default is "Time".  
ylab Title for the y-axis. Default is "Cumulative regression function".  

Details 

The Additive hazards model (Aalen's model) is an alternative to the proportional 
hazards model (Cox model).  

Value 

an object of class "addreg"(Invisible). 



Note 

If function fails, try setting a larger "stopcond" value.  

Author(s) 

Harald Fekjaer and Odd O. Aalen (Section of Medical Statistics, University of Oslo, 
Norway )  

References 

A website for Addreg is available at: http://www.med.uio.no/imb/stat/addreg/  

Documentation is distributed with the package: "Documentation for the Addreg 
package - A R and S-PLUS package for additive survival analysis"  

Odd O. Aalen "A linear regression model for the analysis of life times", Statistics in 
Medicine 8 907-925, 1989  

Odd O. Aalen "Further results on the non - parametric linear regression model in 
survival analysis", Statistics in Medicine 12 1569-1588,1993  

See Also 

Surv, plot.addreg, summary.addreg, print.addreg  

Examples 

 
library(addreg) 
data(orodata) 
orodata.ah <- addreg(Surv(Time,Status)~Sex+Treatment,orodata) 
plot(orodta.ah) 
summary(orodata.ah) 

 

print.addreg 

Print an Addreg-object (Fit of the Additive Hazards 
Regression Model) 

Description 

'print.addreg' print basic information about an Addreg-object. (Fit of the Additive 
Hazards Regression Model).  

Usage 



 
print.addreg(addreg.object) 

Arguments 

addreg.object An addreg-object as generated by function addreg 

Details 

The Additive hazards model (Aalen's model) is an alternative to the proportional 
hazards model (Cox model).  

Value 

an object of class "addreg"(Invisible). 

Author(s) 

Harald Fekjaer and Odd O. Aalen (Section of Medical Statistics, University of Oslo, 
Norway )  

References 

A website for Addreg is available at: http://www.med.uio.no/imb/stat/addreg/  

Documentation is distributed with the package: "Documentation for the Addreg 
package - A R and S-PLUS package for additive survival analysis"  

Odd O. Aalen "A linear regression model for the analysis of life times", Statistics in 
Medicine 8 907-925, 1989  

Odd O. Aalen "Further results on the non - parametric linear regression model in 
survival analysis", Statistics in Medicine 12 1569-1588,1993  

See Also 

addreg,Surv  

Examples 

 
library(addreg) 
data(orodata) 
orodata.ah <- addreg(Surv(Time,Status)~Sex+Treatment,orodata) 
print(orodta.ah) 

 

summary.addreg 



Print summary information about an Addreg-object 
(Fit of the Additive Hazards Regression Model) 

Description 

'summary.addreg' print summary information about an Addreg-object. (Fit of the 
Additive Hazards Regression Model).  

Usage 

 
summary.addreg(addreg.object) 

Arguments 

addreg.object An addreg-object as generated by function addreg  
esttime Time to print estimates (Default is end of estimation)  
testobs Print information about testobservator? (Default is FALSE) 
digits Number of digits to print. Default is 3 

Details 

The Additive hazards model (Aalen's model) is an alternative to the proportional 
hazards model (Cox model).  

Ties are handled as the Breslow approach in the Cox-model.  

Value 

an object of class "addreg"(Invisible). 

Author(s) 

Harald Fekjaer and Odd O. Aalen (Section of Medical Statistics, University of Oslo, 
Norway )  

References 

A website for Addreg is available at: http://www.med.uio.no/imb/stat/addreg/  

Documentation is distributed with the package: "Documentation for the Addreg 
package - A R and S-PLUS package for additive survival analysis"  

Odd O. Aalen "A linear regression model for the analysis of life times", Statistics in 
Medicine 8 907-925, 1989  



Odd O. Aalen "Further results on the non - parametric linear regression model in 
survival analysis", Statistics in Medicine 12 1569-1588,1993  

See Also 

addreg,Surv  

Examples 

 
library(addreg) 
data(orodata) 
orodata.ah <- addreg(Surv(Time,Status)~Sex+Treatment,orodata) 
summary(orodta.ah) 

 


